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Arbuscular mycorrhizal fungi (AMF) have a close association with roots of huge variety of 
plants, including natural and agricultural plants. AMF have been shown to increase nutrient 
uptake, enhance resistance to plant pathogens, stabilize soil structures and make nutrient chain 
between plants. While natural ecosystems have been estimated to contain up to 25-30 AMF 
species levels, diversity of these organisms often decrease in agricultural system. nderstanding 
the differences in diversity of AMF with respect to different agricultural systems which could 
help to show at least one reason for inefficient mycorrhizal inoculation in high-input system 
and give opportunity for better utilization of the symbiosis in agro-systems. 
Vineyard is an important economic plant in Hungary with over 550 thousand tons being 
harvested from 204524 acres in the year 2009 but there is no information is available about 
the AMF community of Hungarian vineyard. The aim of this work was to study the 
community structure of AMF both in the rhizosphere and in the roots of grapevine.  
Based on the differences in small subunit (SSU)/18S ribosomal genes nested-PCR procedure 
was used to identify groups of AM fungi that are active in the colonization of grapevine roots1 

and maize trap culture was settled for analysis AMF living in the rhizosphere. 
All of sequence types we found here belonging to the Glomus clade. Besides Glomus A fungi, 
only the members of the Glomus B group occurred, however at significantly lower frequency. 
The reason for colonization only by one specific group of mycorrhiza could be, that in a 
seasonally stable plant culture like vineyards the time allows specification in community 
structures. In the future we could analyse the community structures of arbuscular mycorrhizal 
fungi in different regions of the country, in case of different kind of grapevines regarding to 
different soil structures, the age of the vineyard and environmental effects as well as the 
effects of agricultural practices. It would be a great success to make a diversity map about all 
these results and compare the quality and quantity of the different vine products from 
different vine regions of Hungary. 
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